Abstract. For a partition £ = (0 = {0 <£,<•••<£"< |"+ , = 1) of the unit interval, S£m, k> m, denotes the space of piecewise-polynomials of order k and of smoothness m -1 ; this space can be represented as the graph of the appropriate linear operator between two finite-dimensional Hubert spaces. It gives an approach to the C. de Boor problem, 1972, on uniform boundedness (with respect to £) in the Loe-norm of the orthogonal projections onto S(m, and we give the detailed analysis of a quadratic pencil (matrix-valued polynomial of the second degree) which appears in the case of a geometric mesh £ if 2 m < k. The explicit calculations and estimates of zeros of the "characteristic" polynomial show that in the case S((x)> i(x) me geometric mesh with the parameter x, 0 < x < oo, the orthogonal projectors are uniformly bounded.
The general problem (C. de Boor, 1972) on uniform boundedness of these projectors in Lx over any partition £ (for fixed k and m) remains unsolved. The series of important particular cases was treated by Z. Ciesielski [1] , C. de Boor [2] , J. Douglas, T. Dupont and L. Wahlbin [5] , S. Demko [6] and others [11] .
We now consider the case k > 2m. It seems that with respect to the smoothness conditions this case is a degenerate one; however, for our approach (see Section 1 below) this is the only nondegenerate case. We represent the space S = S^m as the graph of a certain linear operator / between two Hubert (finite-dimensional) spaces so the projections can be written explicitly in terms of / and /*. In the case of the geometric mesh, i.e.
(0. 4) pa ■ = V1 = V2 ~-V' = M for any a, 0 < a < «, this construction produces (w X rw)-block Toeplitz operators, and the analysis of the corresponding quadratic pencil (see [7] , [8] ) is the crucial point to get the estimates of norms of Qs. In particular, we prove that least-squares approximants by quintic splines on a geometric mesh with triple knots (the case P^6,3, £ of (0,1)) are uniformly bounded in L00-, or C-, norm independently on the mesh-ratio ¡j. in (0. 4) or the number n of breakpoints in (0.1). I want to thank Professor C. de Boor and Professor S. Demko who directed my attention to the problem and told me of previous results and Professor I. Gohberg for discussions on factorization of holomorphic operator-valued functions.
I started this work in the Summer of 1979 during my visit to Bonn University, SFB-72.1 appreciate the help and support of SFB-72, and the nice atmosphere of the Institute that I felt very much, in particular, in my contacts with Professor H. Unger, Professor H. König and Professor K. Scherer. Remark. This cutting does not work if we consider the spaces of continuous functions, i.e. 0{(C(/)) is a proper subspace of /£°+l(C(/)), of codimension n. But we do not need the special analysis in C because the norm of the projection Qs is the same in Lx and C by the general argument: 5 is a finite-dimensional subspace of continuous functions so Qs is an integral operator/-» foÇZ\hiix)hiiy))fiy)dy, where ( A,-)f is an orthonormal basis in 5 and the continuity of these function h 's and the Lusin theorem imply that \\Q:LM^LJ = \\Q:C^C\\.
What is the image of 5£ (see (0.2) and (0.3)) under the mapping $£? The continuity conditions (0.3) after the isomorphism <J>£ have the following form:
(Recall that ga(x) = (/| Aa)(£" + x(£a+1 -£")).) Instead of the projection Q = Qs in the original spaces L2 (7) or Lxil) we have to analyze the orthogonal projection Q: l2n+xiL\l), A) -S = [g = (gX ga are polynomials of Pk and (1.1) holds} as an operator in /"+1(L°°(/)). These spaces are infinite-dimensional but instead of the entire space L2(7), or L°°(7), as a coordinate one, we can consider only polynomials Pk; more precisely, for (any) fixed a And we can consider the finite-dimensional space L with two norms /2+,(P¿; A) and C+i(P*), and the projection q' only. Any element (or function) /= ifa)ô x=L = ll+xiPk; A) can be decomposed as Iff ESf, then by (1.1)
and by the definition of B in (2.1) (2.11) a«\l) + bi%l) = ij^\ a^O), 0<i<m,0<a<n.
These conditions, in terms of canonical bases (2.2) and (2.7) in Aa and Ba, the same for any a, 0 < a < n, mean that (2.12) Säa + ba = Naäa+x, 0<«<«, where S is the matrix (2.4) (or the mapping (2.5)) and Na is the diagonal matrix iv%j)o~x, v = va = n~x = Aa/Aa+1, 0 < a < n. We can rewrite (2.12) as (2.13) ba=-Säa + Naäa+x, 0<«<«.
The coordinate bn = Prfl/" in Sç does not have any contact restriction and can be chosen in an arbitrary way. More precisely, we can forget this component of / G S¿ because the projector on Bn is (PrB)" • Pk and it is of local character, so its norm in Lx is not bigger than C2ik, m) = UPr^ll^ • Cxik) and this estimate does not depend on £. So instead of the entire S^ in L (see (2.10)) we are interested in Sf as a subspace of L' = 31 ® 93, 31 = ®ä=0Aa, » = ®2=x0Ba. The contact conditions (2.13) can be interpreted as the fact that 2{ coincides with the graph of the operator (2.14) /:3i-93, /: (ajj -iba)"0~\ ba= -Saa + Naaa+X, 0^a<n. To avoid misunderstanding recall that by the definition (2.5) S acts in A; however, because of the special choice (2.7) of the basis (u,-)™-1 m B we can redefine this operator as acting from A to B analogously to (2.5)
The operator (2.5) gives the extension of a to the right side with the contact conditions, and by (2.7) and (2.3) the operator (3.4) gives such an element b G B that it has the same restriction at the point "1" as a, till the order < m. We use the same notation S for both these operators; their matrices m X ik -m) are the same under our choice of the canonical bases (2.2) and (2.7) in A and B. By a standard argument /* = (m£), mya = (/")*; however, by (2.15), (2.16) we have nonstandard inner-products in these components Aa and By:
ia,a')a=ia,a')Aa = Aa-(Tä,ä'), where a(i) = a(,)(0), 0 < / < k, and ib,b')y = ib,b')By = Ay-(Vb,b'), where bij) = bu\l), 0 <j < m. In the case of the operator / we are interested in pairs (a, a) and (a, a -f 1) only; in these cases The general case (3.7) needs the appropriate adjustment. So "n-lNn-l and if the matrix does not depend on £ the symbol P means the corresponding diagonal matrix (« by n, or n X (« + 1), or (« + 1) X n) with entries P on the diagonal. Now we can formulate the main problem. Let T, V and S be matrices (2.6), (2.8) and (2.4), correspondingly. For any mesh (0.1) they produce the block-matrix C by (4.1) and (3.7) and we consider it as an operator in C(C") -> C(Cm). Problem. Find good estimates for the norm p= \\C~X\\X and norms of its relatives (4.8). Does there exist such a constant C(/c, m) that these norms do not exceed it for any choice v = (p0, vx,... ,vn_xyi
In this question v¡ could be "zero" too. It is not a more general question than the initial one. Indeed if these operators are uniformly bounded for any v, 0 < vi < oo, 0 < /' < n, then by the compactness argument, for any fixed n, the operator C has to be invertible if some v¡ = 0 and II C~ ' Il x has the same bound.
For further explicit calculation we need to know the matrices V~ ' + ST'XS' and ST~X. We give now the results of this computation in the cases k = 2,4,6; m = k/2. Recall (2.9.1)-(2.9.3) in Section 2. These results on the discrete multi-dimensional Hopf-Wiener equation (see [8, Chapter 8] ) help us right now. In [10] I give independent analysis of the pencil that appears in our problem on the piecewise-polynomial approximant and its generalization; there I get some new results on factorization of rational pencils that can be useful for other applications. where />/A are given in Table 1 .
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